We present the assembly category assessment in the 13 th edition of the CASP community-wide experiment. For the second time, protein assemblies constitute an independent assessment category. Compared to the last edition we see a clear uptake in participation, more oligomeric targets released, and consistent, albeit modest, improvement of the predictions quality. Looking at the tertiary structure predictions we observe that ignoring the oligomeric state of the targets hinders modelling success. We also note that some contact prediction groups successfully predicted homomeric interfacial contacts, though it appears that these predictions were not used for assembly modelling. Homology modelling with sizeable human intervention appears to form the basis of the assembly prediction techniques in this round of CASP. Future developments should see more integrated approaches to modelling where multiple subunits are a natural part of the modelling process, which would benefit the structure prediction field as a whole.
| INTRODUCTION
In their physiological environment, protein chains commonly associate with other chains or copies of themselves to form protein assemblies. This is the so-called quaternary structure, an intrinsic property of the native state of a protein, known before the first atomic structures were solved [1] . Protein function is linked and often is determined or regulated by the oligomeric structure [2] [3] [4] .
As of March 2019, the average structure in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [5] is a dimer and approximately half of the PDB is annotated as oligomeric. Estimates of the average protein oligomeric state in the cell point to an even higher tetrameric assembly [6] .
Protein oligomerization is a broad term that encompasses states with different degrees of affinity. The association between polypeptide chains in stable obligate oligomers can be regarded as an extension of protein folding and often occurs simultaneously [7] . At the other extreme are transient protein-protein complexes where the association is opportunistic and promiscuous, representing the functions of the proteins involved [8] . It is important to note that there is a continuum between these states, and in the context of CASP no effort has yet been made to distinguish them.
Due to intrinsic limitations of the different experimental methods used for structure determination, protein assemblies are likely underrepresented in the PDB. The three methods most commonly used are X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and 3-dimensional electron microscopy (3DEM).
X-ray crystallography has been and remains the main source of atomic-resolution protein structures in the PDB.
The majority of these are homomeric (85% of depositions in 2018), from which about half are oligomeric. Crystallization of hetero-oligomers is more technically challenging, especially as the interaction becomes more transient [9] .
Consequently, hetero-oligomeric complexes are severely underrepresented in the X-Ray crystallographic output.
Historically the second-most popular method for protein structure determination, NMR spectroscopy, does not contribute significantly to their oligomerization knowledge. It accounted for 3% of overall depositions to PDB in 2018 with 90% of entries being monomers. The reasons are mostly technical: protein complexes are often large and symmetric and both of these factors complicate NMR data analysis.
The rapidly expanding 3DEM technique is naturally suited for determination of protein complexes (95% of the EM entries) and has the most potential to boost our quaternary structure knowledge. In 2018 3DEM accounted for 10% of PDB depositions and, notably, for about a third of all deposited hetero-oligomeric complexes. Traditionally, the interpretation of the experimental maps was more challenging due to low resolution (median 4.3 Å) and less well-developed data-model fit quality metrics. However there is plenty of room for optimism as the technique continues to actively develop and achieves ever higher resolutions (the median resolution was 3.8 Å in 2018) [10] [11] .
The Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) experiment was established as a means to consistently evaluate the state of the protein structure computational modeling field. The experiment focuses on problems at the frontier of the research and evolves together with it. New prediction categories deemed attainable are regularly introduced, and those where the progress is believed to have been exhausted are discontinued [12] .
Quaternary structure has a rather peculiar history within the experiment. While oligomeric protein targets were incidentally featured in CASP2 (1996), CASP7 By introducing new assessment categories, the CASP experiment shapes and drives the development of methods necessary to excel in them [12] . Recent breakthroughs in both domain structure [13] and contact predictions [14] suggest that higher-order complexity targets, protein assemblies, are feasible. Here we present our analysis of the CASP13 assembly predictions, compare the results to those of CASP12 and discuss the status and outlook of the field.
| METHODS

| Assembly targets
In CASP13, the organizers proactively gathered protein assemblies, specifically targeting heteromeric complexes. In terms of experimental methods the vast majority of targets came from X-ray crystallography (36 out of 42), whilst the rest were solved with the 3DEM technique.
Compared to CASP12 (26 X-ray, 2 NMR and 2 3DEM) we observe a significant increase in structures solved with 3DEM, consistent with the recent developments in experimental structural biology.
Assigning the oligomeric state of targets was not always a straightforward task, specifically in the case of crystal structures, where the contacts in the crystal lattice can lead to different interpretations [16] . This step was done in collaboration with the CAPRI assessment team, with contributions from the CASP organizers. In broad terms, to assign the oligomeric state we considered the following (in order of priority):
1. experimentalists indication, preferred if backed by experimental evidence; 2. if structure was known, EPPIC [17] and PISA [18] analysis; 3. stoichiometry consensus of homologous structures in the PDB found with HHpred [19] .
All CASP13 targets were examined in this way, even when assumed to be monomers by the experimentalists. After this procedure, 5 cases remained ambiguous and were assigned with low confidence (see Table S1 ). This shows how one of the challenges in assembly prediction is the definition of the ground truth [16] .
The selection process resulted in a wide range of stoichiometries and symmetries (see Table S1 ). They included a helical symmetry (T0995) and a very large complex with A6B6C6 stoichiometry (H1021) solved by 3DEM. Out of 42 targets, 12 were heteromeric and 30 homomeric, double the proportion of heteromers as would be expected if drawn randomly from the PDB [20] . Two of the heteromeric targets presented uneven stoichiometry (H0953, with stoichiometry A3B1 and H1022 with A6B3), a rather unusual event in the PDB with only 10% occurrence among all known heteromers [20] .
| Target difficulty
We have classified the targets into three difficulty levels based on the information available to the predictors prior to the experiment, similarly to the CASP12 assembly assessment [21] . Outcome of predictions (i.e., posterior difficulty) was not considered.
We define three difficulty classes with the following criteria:
• Easy: the target has templates for both the subunits and the overall assembly, findable by sequence homology detection methods.
• Medium: the target has partial templates identifiable by sequence homology detection methods. Partial can mean that the full subunit templates are known but no information to model the interface can be found, or that information of only part of the interfaces is known (e.g. a dimer template available for half of a tetrameric target).
• Difficult: the target does not have templates findable by sequence homology detection methods, for either the subunits or the assembly.
One of the targets (T0965) was classified as Medium (see Table S1 ), despite availability of a complete template, because the arrangement of helices at the interface differed substantially in the target structure.
| Evaluation scores
We assess the accuracy of the predicted protein-protein interfaces with the two measures introduced in the CASP12 assembly assessment: Interface Contact Similarity (ICS) and Interface Patch Similarity (IPS) [21] . In the official evaluation tables in the predictioncenter.org website, these scores are called F1 and Jaccard respectively. Evaluation of the interfaces is sufficient if the subunits are known or are relatively easy to model independently of each other.
However, CASP assembly targets are not selected with this assumption in mind and in practice often require nontrivial subunit modelling. To capture performance of the tertiary structure prediction methods in the context of quaternary structure, we have chosen to add two other scores to the pool: local Distance Difference Test (lDDT) [22] for local model quality and Global Distance Test (GDT) [23] for similarity of the global fold. These scores are not directly applicable to the multi-chain models, as the order of chains in the file is not necessarily preserved with respect to their 3-dimensional arrangement. Therefore, 'chain mapping' has to be established between the target and the prediction prior to regular scoring. We used the QS-score algorithm [24] (all targets except H1021) and QS- Z -scores were calculated for every score per evaluation target. The first submitted model (supposedly the best out of five allowed) was used for each group. To avoid penalizing unsuccessful prediction attempts and software glitches, we followed the CASP convention of removing outliers (Z < −2), recalculating the Z -scores and flattening negative values to zero. The total group score is a simple sum of all Z -scores for all targets it submitted predictions for. It has been noted [26] that difficult targets with few good predictions may result in inflated Z -scores. To mitigate this effect we performed 'leave-one-out ranking' , whereby each target is consecutively removed from consideration, and groups' mean total score is used for the ranking. The maximum and minimum total score values can be used to assess the significance of the differences between the closely ranked groups (shown in Figure 4 as error bars).
| RESULTS
A total of 45 groups participated in the CASP13 assembly category. From those, 22 groups participated only in the subset of targets selected for the joint CASP/CAPRI experiment, while 23 submitted predictions for all targets. 17 groups submitted models for more than 10 targets. That compares to only 10 groups submitting models for more than 10 targets in CASP12 assembly category [21] . In terms of number of models submitted there was a dramatic increase from 1600 in CASP12 to more than 5000 in CASP13.
Clear improvements in the prediction format and methodology were introduced in this edition compared to the first assembly category experiment in CASP12. First, the stoichiometry information is now provided to the prediction servers in an automated way. Second, model files can now be multi-chain, eliminating the need for assessors to guess whether predictors are actually attempting assembly prediction or not.
| Performance
We present detailed score distributions for all targets in Finally, the CASP13 group ranking is shown in Figure 4 .
The Venclovas group consistently outperformed the rest in all difficulty classes, followed by Seok and BAKER. Success of the top-performing groups appears to be in large part due to the human intervention, as all participating servers are ranked similarly to the naïve strategy.
| Prediction highlights
An interesting and quite successful prediction target was T0976. The homodimer target is composed of 4 copies of a well known domain with many templates available in the PDB (CATH superfamily 3.40.250.10, Oxidized Rhodanese domain 1 [28] ). However, there were no templates with this particular dimer. Rather, a monomeric template (PDB ID: 1YT8) had a similar overall arrangement of the 4 domains with interdomain interfaces resembling the dimeric interface in the target (see Figure 7A ). Groups like D-Haven, ZouTeam and ClusPro achieved relatively good scores for the dimeric interface and for the assembly.
Target T1001, classified as difficult, was another success story from predictors. A good dimeric template exists in the PDB (PDB ID: 5LLW), however, the matching domain in 5LLW is only a small part of the full length protein ( Figure 7B ) and importantly contains a very long insertion when compared to T1001. Indeed, HHpred is not able to find either this or a tertiary-only template (PDB ID: 3OOV) when submitting different subsets of the target sequence.
Relatively good predictions were submitted by Seok and BAKER groups.
An example of an unsuccessful multimeric prediction was H0968, classified as difficult due to lack of assembly templates and with both monomers being FM targets. The subunits were well modelled by a few groups, presumably aided by contact prediction. However there was essentially no group that came close to either of the two interfaces present in the target ( Figure 7C ). Nevertheless, some groups could predict interface contacts for this target's homomeric interface, as detailed in the Contact Prediction section below.
| Importance of quaternary modelling
While analyzing the results, we noticed a tendency in how the quaternary structure is handled by the predictors, in particular those who did not participate in the assembly category. Most groups seemingly split the problem into two consecutive steps: 1) modelling the subunits, 2) modelling the complex. However, results from this CASP show that such strategy is flawed. This can be appreciated very clearly in multiple targets ( Figure 5 ) which we discuss below. Other examples are T0981, T0989 and H0957. Without going into detail, all of these had relatively low-quality predictions due to treating the chains as completely independent folding units.
| Contact predictions for homomeric interfaces
Next, we looked whether contact predictions are in some way useful for quaternary structure modelling. Although Homomeric interface contacts also present a challenge for protein structure modelling from contact matrix predictions, since currently most regular predictors try to fold a single subunit. The additional interface contacts in the matrix would impose unrealistic constraints between residues in the folding protocol, similarly to false positives, known to negatively affect 3D reconstruction [29, 30] . Modellers would need to disentangle intra-chain from inter-chain contacts in the matrix and adapt their pipelines to fold multiple chains according to the given stoichiometry, similar to what has been done for heteromeric interface predictions [31, 32] .
Among all types of homomeric interactions, isologous interfaces (as found in cyclic dimers and dihedral symmetries) present yet another challenge for protein assembly modelling from contact predictions. Due to the 2-fold symmetry, many of the contacts at the interface, specially those close to the axis of symmetry, will be between the same residues (residue interacting with itself in another subunit) or residues very close in sequence, which are excluded by design from contact predictions. For example, this is the case for the homodimeric interface in target T0968s2.
| Data-assisted predictions and assemblies
A total of 7 assembly targets were also released as 'data assisted' targets (Fig. S2) , a category that attempts to evaluate advances in integrative modelling methods [33] . SAXS data was collected for all 7 of the targets, whilst crosslink data was collected for 5 of them and NMR data for 1 (H0980). The experimental details and data-assisted spe- (Fig. S5) . Second, the groups with the best non-assisted predictions generally did not participate in the data-assisted category, which limits comparability of the outcomes between the categories.
| CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have presented the CASP13 assembly category assessment, the second edition of CASP with a dedicated assembly category. We have seen significant increase in participation, indicating more interest in quaternary structure modelling, a trend that can only be beneficial to the further development of methods. In addition, quality of the predictions consistently increased as well. We are hoping that the trend will continue in the next CASPs and that quaternary structure modelling becomes mainstream. Unfortunately, predictions in the regular categories are still not taking into account quaternary structure as an essential part of their modelling pipelines. We also showed that contact prediction for homomeric interfaces is already surprisingly successful, an aspect likely ignored by both predictors and assessors at the moment.
We still see room for improvement in several places.
Automation is rather limited in this category. For instance, only 2 servers (Swiss-Model [34] and Robetta [35] ) participate in the multimeric section of the fully automated CAMEO experiment [36] . The sophistication of the methods in assembly modelling is falling behind traditional tertiary modelling. Specifically, we have not seen much utilization of the machine learning methods, popular in the tertiary structure and contact prediction categories. It appears that traditional homology modelling still dominates the field.
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that quaternary modelling is intrinsic to the protein modelling problem and must be considered from the outset in the design of modelling pipelines. Correspondingly, a CASP evaluation unit should match the functional form of a protein structure, be it a monomer or an assembly, with consistent metrics throughout.
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F I G U R E 1 Score correlations. A heat map with correlations among all relevant scores used in the predictioncenter.org web site. The "local" block of scores captures interface features, the "global" block captures features of the whole assembly. F I G U R E 6 Homomeric interface contacts (upper-right of the contact matrix) and best interface contact predictions (lower-left) for three CASP13 FM targets: A) interdigitated trimer T0953s1 and prediction by group RR106; B) dimeric interface (isologous) of T0968s2 and prediction by group RR036; and C) hexameric subunit T1022s1 and prediction by group RR164.
F I G U R E 7 Prediction highlights.
A) The homodimeric target T0976 and the monomeric template that matches the global arrangement of the 4 domains, B) Homodimeric target T1001 and the template PDB entry 5LLW, a much larger protein, the highlighted central domain has a very close tertiary structure and a similar interface region. C) The A2B2 heterotetramer T0968 with a main homomeric interface (cyan and yellow chains) via beta pairing, composing a large beta sandwich. The other subunit attaches on either side of the beta sheets.
F I G U R E S 1 Percentage of homomeric interface contacts in CASP13 targets.
F I G U R E S 2 Data-assisted targets.
F I G U R E S 3 Score distributions for all predictions of data-assisted and the corresponding non-assisted targets. Two types of crosslinks and two types of scattering datasets are merged for the purpose of this figure.
F I G U R E S 4 Target X0957 shows improvement across all scores considered due to several fortunate intermolecular crosslinks. Crosslinked residues in the target and the assisted prediction are highlighted in red and connected with a dashed yellow line. Crosslinks between missing residues are not shown. Best regular prediction (bottom) has a significantly lower GDT.
F I G U R E S 5
Relative scores vs relative score diversity, by target. 95th percentile of each score was calculated for each target and taken to represent a 'good' prediction for this target. Sum of the corresponding Z -scores is shown on axis X and represents relative predictions success for the targets. Coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean) of the scores per target, normalized to Z -scores, is shown on axis Y and represents diversity of the predictions.
